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Abstract
This thesis studies the techniques of small-signal impedance measurement in three-phase power systems.
Stability issue has become critically important since power electronics are highly applied in power distribu-
tion and conversion systems. Controlled output systems cause the risk of instability. In order to obtain the
impedance model, an impedance extraction in D-Q reference frame algorithm is developed. This paper also
applied Interpolated Fast Fourier Transform to increase accuracy of impedance model. Based on the voltage
injection, Phase-Locked Loop, Park Transform, D-Q reference frame, and IPFFT. Three-phase system has
been realigned on D-Q coordinate and impedance model is extracted in this form.
Firstly, impedance extraction algorithm is designed by MATLAB/Simulink, the algorithm includes PLL,
D-Q transform, and IPFFT is used to obtain magnitude and phase angle in frequency domain. Impedance
matrices in D-Q frame may be solved through the relation between currents and voltages. Impedance model
is made through various tests. Secondly, using the algorithm to test RL circuit to verify with real bode plot
of the circuit. Then apply the algorithm on sophisticated circuit model. Finally, implement the algorithm on
LabView/Multisim for future hardware tests.
This paper clearly describes the objective of the research, the research problem and approaches, and
experiment setup. This paper presents work conducted at the Smart Grid Power Systems Laboratory at
University of South Florida.
viii
Chapter 1
Introduction
In a three-phase AC system, three circuit conductors carry three alternating currents which reach instan-
taneous peak values at one third of the cycle from each other, which means 120 degrees phase shift for each
phase. Constant power has affected by the delay of phases with each other. The three-phase voltage or
currents waveform forms sinusoidal patterns with 120 degrees as shown in FIg 1.
There are numerous materials used three-phase power in power electronics, based on the functions to
provide power to loads, to provide filter, and convert energy forms. Examples are inverters, rectifiers, AC-
AC converters, motor drives, and filters.
Figure 1. Three-Phase AC Balanced Waveform
1.1 Dynamics of Three Phase Systems Under Active Loads
Power electronics has been well-developed to apply in the power processing and generation field in con-
temporary electric power systems. Power electronic technology provides outstanding performance and can
be applied closed loop control in the power systems, which means that the output of the power converter can
1
be regulated according to the requirement of the load. While the converters are not linear, the dynamics are
affected by the load and source systems that they provide the power or consume the power. However, with
this closed-loop regulation, some phenomena cannot be easily observed in the power system, the phenomena
itself may threaten the stability of the power system. [1]
Reference [2] shown that systems based on power electronic are trend to negative impedance instability
due to the constant-power feature of the components. Systems of power electronic control the output voltage.
At a fixed current point, systems consume constant power. Even though power converter is ideal and lossless,
the input power will also have a constant power feature as shown in Fig 2.
Figure 2. Constant Power Characteristic
A real world phenomenon, impedance-model-based subsynchronous resonance oscillations, has been
studied to states the stability of power systems with resonance by controlling the control gain of rotor side
converter. [3] Although some of large scale power grids can bear many of these characteristics since the
effect is relatively limited because of the size of the system, several small-scale power grids can’t tolerate
these behaviors. Some small power grids have their own power system, those grids are not linked to the
infinite buses directly. It is necessary to analyze the stability of systems for small power grids.
1.2 System Stability Analysis in DQ Coordinates
The power system uses closed-loop control to regulate the power which contains three-phase power con-
verters. This report focuses on impedance extraction, which is doing impedance measurement based on
2
frequency. The model will be small signal system in order to show the power electronic and system behav-
ior at a given operating point.
In power electronics systems, the loads tend to have dynamic properties, and the power conditioning
equipment also has dynamic properties such as inductors and capacitors and some of the controllers in-
troduce additional states and delays. The power converters themselves mostly comprise a set of nonlinear
dynamics which contain discontinuous nonlinear differential equations. These systems are still hard to ana-
lyze although they have been simplified. For a regular three-phased voltage, the equation is given by (2.20)
which owns periodic tendencies.
Va = Vm cos(wet)
Vb = Vm cos(wet− 2pi/3)
Vc = Vm cos(wet+ 2pi/3)
(1.1)
The equation (1.1) clearly states that it is a three phase balance system with 120 degree phase delay for
each phase. In order to arrange this non-stationary system into a stationary system, the transform of three
phase system to simple DC component is needed. To pursue this goal, three phase voltages can be seen
as three voltage vectors which are rotating in three-dimensional space. If we look at the voltage vector
while we see the coordinate keep rotating in the frequency w radiance per second. Once the coordinate is
rotating at the same speed as the three-phase voltage, the voltage vectors can stay stationary in the frame.
The transformation function used in this report was Park Transformation, also called D-Q Transformation,
the equation is shown as (1.2).

Vd
Vq
V0
 = 2/3

cos(θ) cos(θ − 2pi/3) cos(θ + 2pi/3)
sin(θ) sin(θ − 2pi/3) sin(θ + 2pi/3)
1/2 1/2 1/2


Va
Vb
Vc
 (1.2)
V0 can be ignored as zero in this report since 0-axis stays always as zero in any kind of three-phase
balanced system after the park transformation while all three phase can be canceled if each one is 120
degree lag.
In order to analyze a non-linear system, the operating point is needed to perform linear analysis. It is
hard to do analysis if the system is unbalanced because of lacking an operating point. If the system is
the balanced system as (2.20), which will be mentioned in chapter 2. By applying the system into Park
3
transform equation (1.2), the three-phased system can be transformed into DC system. (1.3) can be obtained
by multiplying (2.20) and (1.2). 
Vd
Vq
V0
 =√(2/3)

3/2
0
0
 [Vm] (1.3)
In (1.3), it states that in a balanced three-phased system and applies the same rotating frequency speed of
rotating frame. The system can be seen as 2 DC components with average magnitude and zero voltage.
To analyze system stability, the system should be injected another power source to make a perturb the
system. However, the injected power source should maintain a reliable energy to make a perturbation to
the system and not to lead the system collapse. Since the injected voltage source has different frequency
between the system, in D-Q coordinate can observe overlap waveform made by injected power source.
1.2.1 Objective Statement
The objective of this work is to do the impedance extraction based on D-Q reference frame through
algorithm by using MATLAB/Simulink. After successfully analyzing impedance measurement, apply the
technique on LabView/Multisim and further test with single board AC/DC/AC converter.
1.3 Review of Existing Technologies
The impedance measurement can be approached in several ways. First, non D-Q frame impedance
measurement is applied by injected disturbance and collected several data points. [4] DC power supply
impedance uses a similar idea to D-Q reference frame since the DC power doesn’t include three-phase bal-
anced voltages and currents, the disturbance can be observed online voltage and current. [5]
Single-phase impedance extraction has been done in [6]. Taking single-phase ac system DC to AC in-
verter as an example, current has injected between the load and inverter. Filter is necessary in order to get
pure sinusoidal waveform of the current. Next, using park transform to obtain injected harmonic and further
calculate impedance model. Reference [7]. [8]addresses impedance extraction by injecting line-to-line cur-
rent and analysis the impedance model in D-Q reference frame. Using H-bridge based injection and chopper
injection circuit to inject line-to-line current. This method is applied on AC synchronous machine connect
to load by installing chopper circuit on Phase B and Phase C [9]. Three-phase AC current injection and
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convert line voltage to D-Q reference frame to obtain impedance model is the other technique. The current
injection is controlled by three-phase bridge inverter or three-phase chopper circuit which can change its
frequency from 1Hz to 10kHz. [10] Finally, another way to get impedance model by one injection to DC
or three-phase AC system is training recurrent neural network. [11]
The algorithm [12] is to measure one frequency at a time and calculate one impedance in assigned fre-
quency then combine all of data to obtain impedance model. The algorithm introduced in detail includes
how to design a Phase-Locked Loop, Park Transform, impedance matrices solution in frequency domain.
Impedance measurement using chirp signal is proposed to solve the drawback of time-consuming of cur-
rent injection method [13]. Impedance model can be obtained in one step by injecting chirp signal as a
disturbance.
1.4 Summary
The need of knowing impedance measurement in AC systems is in high demand. System stability is more
and more important for small power systems which own limited power generation capacity. In addition, the
power electronics for small system will destabilize their host systems since the frequency changes in large
range. The impedance extraction technique can measure more accurate system’s impedance model, which
is hard to obtain one by one in traditional way and negative impedance created by some power converters.
1.5 Thesis Contents
Chapter 1 has provided an introduction of the background of the three-phase AC system, and briefly
introduce the way to do the impedance extraction in D-Q reference frame. The demand of impedance
extraction, discussion of existing technologies, and summary for impedance measurement are also shown in
this chapter.
Chapter 2 addresses the proposed algorithmic solution in detail, the algorithm of impedance calculation,
Phase-Locked Loop, D-Q transform, Interpolated Fast Fourier Transform. Chapter 3 will architecture the
programmed solution by MATLAB/Simulink and shows the result of the impedance model for the system
from the source and load. Further apply AC/DC/AC converter to analyze the system stability.
Chapter 4 introduces the LabView FPGA design program and Multisim circuit CAD program. Architects
a modified algorithm solution for impedance extraction technique. Further shows the results for the LabView
and Multisim real time co-simulation.
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Chapter 5 concludes and summarizes the work. Proposition for future architectural and functional im-
provements are made here.
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Chapter 2
Impedance Extraction Algorithm
In this chapter, the algorithm will be shown as the solution to find the impedance model in D-Q reference
frame. Both impedance measurement by perturbing voltage and currents will be introduced in this chapter.
Based on the system response by these perturbations, the matrices of impedance in the D-Q frame will be
calculated.
2.1 Model Description
2.1.1 Voltage Injected Model Description
A balanced three-phase source connected with the three-phase load is the basic circuit testing model
shown in Fig 3. To make a disturbance, adding a different frequency voltage source between the source and
the load in every phase. The voltage sensors should be installed between the sides of any phase of injected
power source, the current sensor can be installed in before or after the injected power source. The system
can be represented by the Thevenin-equivalent model in Fig 3.
Figure 3. Three-Phase AC Balanced Circuit with Injected Voltages
To simplify the model, the three-phase circuit model can be seen as single-phase circuit model, the single-
phase Thevenin-equivalent model can be shown as Fig 4.
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Figure 4. Single-Phase AC Circuit
In the single-phase system, assume Va is in the frequency ofws and the injected voltage is in the frequency
of we. To apply D-Q transform, make the single phase frame as a rotating frame in the speed of ws. Hence,
the injected voltage speed will be we − ws. After created an artificial frame as D-Q reference frame, the
single-phase system can be seen as DC source injected by an AC voltage source with the speed of we −ws,
and the circuit is shown as Fig 5.
Figure 5. Transformed Single-Phase Circuit
To use the same concept in the three-phase system, just consider the rotate speed, the three-phase AC
source in ws and the injected source is we. By rotating the ABC coordinate in ws, the AC side voltage will
become DC voltage and the phase shift of each side can be ignored. The injected AC voltage will remain in
the speed of we − ws. The circuit is shown as Fig 6.
After using the park transformation for the three phase AC system, the equivalent system in D-Q frame
will appear as follows, where Vd and Vq are constants, Vpd and Vpq are AC sinusoidal waveform as shown in
Fig 7.
In the D-Q system, the Vd and Vq circuits actually are dual channel system. It means injecting voltage
on D axis will also introduce voltage to Q axis. In other words, inject voltage on Q axis will also introduce
voltage on V axis. So the impedance model in D-Q reference will be decoupled into two impedances model
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Figure 6. Transformed Three-Phase Circuit
Figure 7. System in DQ Reference Frame
as Zdd, Zdq, Zqd, Zqq. the equivalent model is shown as Fig 8. For further circuit, Zdd and Zdq will combine
as Zd, and Zqd and Zqq will combine as Zq.
To calculate the impedance model in D-Q system, the impedance can be separated as four elements for
both source and load. That means to solve the 2 by 2 matrix , the voltage injection can only produce a set
of 1 by 1 matrix of voltage and a set of 1 by 1 matrix of current. The matrix can be shown as (2.1) and The
equivalent circuit is shown as Fig 9.
 Vd1
Vq1
 =
 Zdd Zdq
Zqd Zqq
×
 id1
iq1
 (2.1)
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Figure 8. Impedance Model in DQ System
Figure 9. First Injection in System for DQ Reference Frame
By knowing the impedance model is a two by two matrix, the second set of voltage injection and system
response are needed in order to solve the impedance matrix. Two sets of voltage injections and current
responses can be combined since it is a small signal model. In consequence, the second injection voltage
and current response can be written as (2.2).
 Vd2
Vq2
 =
 Zdd Zdq
Zqd Zqq
×
 id2
iq2
 (2.2)
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Since the system is analyzed in small signal analysis, two different currents and voltages responses can
do superposition, which means that two matrices can be added together. In this case, two by two matrices
can be solved with simple four arithmetic operations. In order to solve the impedance model, the function
of the combination of two matrices can be written as (2.3) and the second injection circuit is shown as Fig
10.  Vd1 Vd2
Vq1 Vq2
 =
 Zdd Zdq
Zqd Zqq
×
 id1 id2
iq1 iq2
 (2.3)
Figure 10. Second Injection in System for DQ Reference Frame
In the transformed D-Q reference frame system, voltages on sensors Vsd, Vsq,Vld, Vlq and currents on
sensors Id and Iq are the combination of source and disturbance source. To do the impedance extraction,
to do the Fast Fourier Transformation to filter the frequency of the speed of transformed injected voltage
source, we − ws. The DC components can be filter out of the source, and the whole system can be changed
into frequency domain with amplitude and phase angle. The circuit is shown as Fig 11.
2.1.2 Current Injected Model Description
A load and a source interconnected in a three-phase system can be represented as the basic circuit testing
model shown in Fig 3. To make a disturbance, adding a different frequency current source from ground to
the system which between the source and the load in each phase. The current sensors should install between
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Figure 11. Frequency Domain for DQ Coordinate Circuit
the sides of any phase of injected power source since injected current will flow to the source side and load
side, the voltage sensor can be installed in before or after the injected power source because it will maintain
the same amplitude and phase angle in either part of the system. The system can be represented by the
Thevenin-equivalent model in Fig 12.
Figure 12. Three-Phase AC Balanced Circuit with Injected Currents
To rotate the abc coordinate as same as source speed ws, only focus on rotate speed, the three-phase AC
source in ws and the injected source is we. AC side voltage will become DC voltage and the phase shift of
each side can be canceled. The injected AC voltage will remain with the speed of we − ws.
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Figure 13. Transformed Three-Phase Circuit with Injected Currents
By applying D-Q transformation for the three-phase system, the whole system can break into D-axis and
Q-axis, where Vd and Vq are constants, Injected currentsIpd and Ipq, measured voltages Vd, Vq, and measured
source currents Isd, Isq and load currents Ild and Ilq are AC component with sinusoidal waveform in the
speed of we − ws. The equivalent circuit is shown as Fig 14.
Figure 14. System in D-Q Coordinate
The three-phase system has been changed to double channels in D-axis and Q-axis. The two axis will
be affected by each other, and they will depend on each other. So the impedance is decoupled by two
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components, Zsd is made by Zsdd and Zsdq, Zsq is composed by Zsqd andZsqq, Zld can be separated by Zldd
and Zldq, Zlq can be decouple as Zlqd and Zlqq. The equivalent circuit can be shown as Fig 15.
Figure 15. Impedance Model in D-Q Coordinate
The impedance model is a 2 ∗ 2 matrix in D-Q reference frame, the first current injection can only get
one time of system response, which produces a set of source currents. In other words, the first injection can
obtain two sets of 2 ∗ 1 matrix, a set of load currents and a set of voltages in both D-axis and Q-axis, the
equation as mentioned previously as (2.1), and the circuit model is shown as Fig 16.
Figure 16. First Current Injection in DQ Reference Frame
To solve the 2 ∗ 2 impedance matrix, another set of currents and voltages is needed for solving the
impedance matrix. As a consequence, the second currents injection is necessary to be injected to get second
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voltage response and form (2.2), Since the system is tested and measured as small signal analysis, the two
injections can be combined and the equation can be obtained as (2.3). The following circuit diagram shown
as Fig 17 second injected currents.
Figure 17. Second Current Injection in DQ Reference Frame
To find the impedance in specific frequency, the transfer function can appropriately filter unnecessary
frequency components like DC component. The FFT can extract the amplitude and phase for only the AC
side of disturbance. The diagram is showing below as a system in frequency domain.
Figure 18. Frequency Domain in D-Q Reference Frame
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2.2 Impedance Calculation Method
As shown in the Fig 8 and the Fig 15. A three-phase system has been changed to DC system, the artificial
frame has mapped into D-axis and Q-axis. In other words, the source and load impedances are composed
by four elements, each axis has two components The source impedance and load impedance is represented
as 2× 2 matrices as (2.4) and (2.5)
Zsdq =
 Zsdd Zsdq
Zsqd Zsqq
 (2.4)
Zldq =
 Zldd Zldq
Zlqd Zlqq
 (2.5)
If all the voltages and currents can be measured directly from the system, the impedance model can be
calculated by solving two sets of linear equations by superposition of two times injection. Equations are
given as follows.
 Vsd1(s)
Vsq1(s)
 =
 Zdd(s) Zdq(s)
Zqd(s) Zqq(s)
×
 id1(s)
iq1(s)
 (2.6)
The circuit already transformed into frequency domain for extracting the impedance model in desired
frequency. Fast Fourier Transform can do the effort to extract the particular frequency. Interpolated Fast
Fourier Transform was used in this experiment, which will introduce in the following chapter. This equation
shows the relationship between voltages and currents and it ignores the noise from the system or other
external source signal.
 Vsd2(s)
Vsq2(s)
 =
 Zdd(s) Zdq(s)
Zqd(s) Zqq(s)
×
 id2(s)
iq2(s)
 (2.7)
A critical assumption is made by (2.1) and (2.2), the impedance does not change in the same frequency,
but different injection voltage. By superposition these equations, it gives (2.8) and (2.9).
 Vsd1(s)
Vsd2(s)
 =
 id1(s) iq1(s)
id2(s) iq2(s)
×
 Zdd(s)
Zdq(s)
 (2.8)
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 Vsq1(s)
Vsq2(s)
 =
 id1(s) iq1(s)
id2(s) iq2(s)
×
 Zqd(s)
Zqq(s)
 (2.9)
In small signal model, we can do superposition to combine (2.8) and (2.9) together, the equations can be
organized as follows.
 Vsd1(s) Vsq1(s)
Vsd2(s) Vsq2(s)
 =
 id1(s) iq1(s)
id2(s) iq2(s)
×
 Zdd(s) Zdq(s)
Zqd(s) Zqq(s)
 (2.10)
Finally, the 2 ∗ 2 impedance matrix can be solve when voltages and currents are in the same dimension.
Multiplying the inverse current matrix to voltage gives the impedance model shown as (2.11), two elements
on each axis.
 Zdd(s) Zdq(s)
Zqd(s) Zqq(s)
 =
 Vsd1(s) Vsq1(s)
Vsd2(s) Vsq2(s)
×
 id1(s) iq1(s)
id2(s) iq2(s)
−1 (2.11)
2.2.1 Injection Restriction
There are a couple of impedance limitations for the test model. For instance, current injects into the
middle of a system, injected currents will flow to both source side and load side. The voltage is equal to the
source currents multiply by source impedance, also equal to load currents multiply by load impedance. All
in all, under current injection, voltage will stay the same no matter in source side of system or load side of
system. Voltage in D-axis are made by current in D-axis and impedance on both axes. Voltage in Q-axis are
made by current in Q-axis and impedance on both axes. To express in matrix, impedance model is a two by
two matrix. The equation for the source subsystem is (2.12).
 Vd(s)
Vq(s)
 =
 Zsdd(s) Zsdq(s)
Zsqd(s) Zsqq(s)
 isd(s)
isq(s)
 (2.12)
 Vd(s)
Vq(s)
 =
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
 ild(s)
ilq(s)
 (2.13)
Next, the load side of the system has large amount of similarity compare to the source side. However, even
though inject same voltage into the system, load current responses are different compare to source current
response. In consequence, load impedance is different between source impedance.
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Voltages stay the same in two sides of source and load, which means the voltages of (2.12) is equal to the
voltages of (2.13).
 Zsdd(s) Zsdq(s)
Zsqd(s) Zsqq(s)
 isd(s)
isq(s)
 =
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
 ild(s)
ilq(s)
 (2.14)
By the circuit theory, the nodal equation at the point of common coupling becomes the following.
 Ipd(s)
Ipq(s)
 =
 Isd(s)
Isq(s)
+
 ild(s)
ilq(s)
 (2.15)
Substituting source current and load current gives.
 Ipd(s)
Ipq(s)
 =
 Zsdd(s) Zsdq(s)
Zsqd(s) Zsqq(s)
−1  Vd(s)
Vq(s)
+
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
−1  Vd(s)
Vq(s)
 (2.16)
Organizing (2.16) and extracting voltages out, which gives.
 Vd(s)
Vq(s)
 =

 Zsdd(s) Zsdq(s)
Zsqd(s) Zsqq(s)
−1 +
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
−1

−1  Ipd(s)
Ipq(s)
 (2.17)
It can be observed that if one side of impedance model is critically small, voltages become hard to pertur-
bation by the injected currents. Voltages can be substituted by load currents and load impedance. Modifying
Eq. (2.17) which gives. (2.18) can do the further organize as (2.19).

 Zsdd(s) Zsdq(s)
Zsqd(s) Zsqq(s)
−1 +
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
−1

−1  Ipd(s)
Ipq(s)

=
 Ild(s)
Ilq(s)
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)

(2.18)
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 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
−1

 Zsdd(s) Zsdq(s)
Zsqd(s) Zsqq(s)
−1 +
 Zldd(s) Zldq(s)
Zlqd(s) Zlqq(s)
−1

−1  Ipd(s)
Ipq(s)

=
 Ild(s)
Ilq(s)

(2.19)
2.3 Injection Concept
2.3.1 Injected Voltage Selection
To solve the matrix, the premise is that these two equations should be linear independent. The equations
can not be solved if they are proportional or two equations are parallel. The two different injections should
choose deliberately in order to create two linear independent equations. Consider a pure sinusoidal balanced
three phase voltage source system without any signal or external effect. The three-phase voltage equation is
shown as (2.20).
Va = Vm cos(wst)
Vb = Vm cos(wst− 2pi/3)
Vc = Vm cos(wst+ 2pi/3)
(2.20)
The injected voltage can be simple sinusoidal waveform with the frequency. The frequency should be the
same as source frequency ws plus measured frequency we. The amplitude of injected voltages is much less
than the amplitude of source voltages but can still produce disturbance. The three phase injected voltage can
be shown as (2.21).
Vpa = Vn cos(wst+ wet)
Vpb = Vn cos(wst+ wet− 2pi/3)
Vpc = Vn cos(wst+ wet+ 2pi/3)
(2.21)
The park transform equation which ignored 0-axis is shown as (2.22). The reason to ignore the 0-axis is
the thesis focusing on balanced systems. If the system is balanced, the 0-axis always stays zero since the
park transform will cancel each phase. Multiplying (2.21) and (2.22) to obtain the d-axis and q-axis volt-
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ages.Since the abc coordinate to d-q coordinate with the frequency of ws, the injected voltage left frequency
only in we, which is shown in (2.23).
 Vd
Vq
 = 2/3
cos(wst) cos(wst− 2pi/3) cos(wst+ 2pi/3)
sin(wst) sin(wst− 2pi/3) sin(wst+ 2pi/3)


Va
Vb
Vc
 (2.22)
Vdinj1 = 1/
√
3Vn cos(wet) + ...
Vqinj1 = 1/
√
3Vn sin(wet) + ...
(2.23)
For second injection, the second voltage and first voltage should be linear dependent. Select the voltage
with speed that is frequency ws minus measured frequency we. The second voltage injection equation is
shown as (2.24). Multiplying both (2.22) and (2.24) can obtain the following equation (2.25), which can be
rewritten as (2.26).
Vpa = Vn cos(wst− wet)
Vpb = Vn cos(wst− wet− 2pi/3)
Vpc = Vn cos(wst− wet+ 2pi/3)
(2.24)
Vdinj2 = 1/
√
3Vn cos(−wet) + ...
Vqinj2 = 1/
√
3Vn sin(−wet) + ...
(2.25)
Vdinj2 = 1/
√
3Vn cos(wet) + ...
Vqinj2 = −1/
√
3Vn sin(wet) + ...
(2.26)
By choosing these two voltage injection, d-axis voltages are symmetrical with same magnitude and phase.
Q-axis voltages are symmetrical with same magnitude but opposite phase. Based on the concept, two volt-
ages are not directly proportional which means they are linearly independent. The Fig 20 can clearly shown
two selected voltage vectors in the D-Q reference frame.
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Figure 19. Vector Diagram of Injected Voltages in D-Q Frame
2.3.2 Injected Current Selection
The same concept can also apply to the current injection, the current source can be described in sinusoidal
waveform with the following equation.
Ia = Im cos(wst)
Ib = Im cos(wst− 2pi/3)
Ic = Im cos(wst+ 2pi/3)
(2.27)
First three-phase balanced current injection can pick with an appropriate magnitude and the speed of
source frequency ws and measured frequency we, Eq. (2.28) represents the injection currents.
Ipa = In cos(wst+ wet)
Ipb = In cos(wst+ wet− 2pi/3)
Ipc = In cos(wst+ wet+ 2pi/3)
(2.28)
Second current injection can pick the same magnitude as the first injection, but different frequency com-
pare to the first injection. The frequency should choose as frequency ws minus measured frequency we. If
we is bigger than ws, the system can not produce negative frequency in the real world. As a consequence,
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the injection can be changed from positive sequence to negative sequence because the negative sequence has
the same effect as negative frequency.
Ipa = In cos(wst− wet)
Ipb = In cos(wst− wet− 2pi/3)
Ipc = In cos(wst− wet+ 2pi/3)
(2.29)
The D-Q axis currents has been obtained by separately multiplying (2.22), (2.28), and (2.29). All Injected
currents in D-Q coordinate can be expressed as.
Idinj1 = 1/
√
3Vn cos(wet) + ...
Iqinj1 = 1/
√
3Vn sin(wet) + ...
and
Idinj2 = 1/
√
3Vn cos(wet) + ...
Iqinj2 = −1/
√
3Vn sin(wet) + ...
(2.30)
By using the same concept as voltage inject selection, two current injections are linear independent which
means 2× 2 impedance matrix can be solved by those injections and responses.
Above shows appropriate disturbances for both current injection and voltage disturbance to form two lin-
ear independent function to solve the impedance matrix. The concept of impedance extraction and algorithm
also are introduced in detail in this chapter. In chapter 3, the paper will introduce the algorithm architect
with software simulation program in MATLAB, Simulink and Simpower.
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Chapter 3
MATLAB Algorithm Architect
After assuming the impedance extraction can be solved by the algorithm mentioned above, the simulation
model can be built to implement the technique. This chapter will introduce the programming algorithm by
using MATLAB, Simulink and Simpower to cooperate with each other. A simple RL circuit with voltage
perturbation will be built by Simpower with reasonable parameters for the impedance and voltage sources
and voltage injection. Later on, the Phase-Locked Loop will be introduced in order to implement park
transform. Interpolated Fast Fourier Transformation will be used to obtain more accurate amplitudes and
phase shift. Finally, the impedance extraction technique will apply on AC/DC/AC converter circuit system
to test the system stability.
3.1 Model Description and Parameters
Using voltage injection to a simple RL circuit drawn by the Simpower, in this circuit, a three-phase fixed
60Hz frequency voltage source feeds to the R-L load with small impedance as a bus impedance. The
voltage sensors put on both sides of voltage injection to directly measure the voltage, the current sensor
installed between the source side and perturbation. Voltage source and injected voltage source are all three-
phase balanced voltage source. The injected Voltage source is ideal controllable since the voltage frequency
should be changed during a period of time. The parameter of the whole system is shown in table 1.
The source voltage is a balanced three-phase system, with peak voltage is 375 V in 60Hz and the graph
as Fig 21. Ideal voltage controlled source with peak voltage in 4 volts. Take test frequency we as 100Hz, so
the first voltage injection will in the speed of 60Hz + 100Hz. The second injection happens in 2.5 second
with ws −we which is 60Hz − 100Hz. However, the voltage can’t create minus frequency. Hence, reverse
the phase sequence to reach the negative frequency which shows in Fig 22.
The voltage measured on the load shown in Fig 23 can be observed two types of waveform combined
together, although it is not very clear since the disturbance magnitude is relatively much smaller than the
source voltage.
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Figure 20. Simulation RL Circuit in Simpower
Table 1 Simple Circuit Parameters
Peak source voltages(per phase) 376V
Peak injection voltages(per phase) 4 V
Source resistance 0.01Ω
Source inductance 10µH
Load resistance 7Ω
Load inductance 460µH
Testing Frequency Range 1Hz − 10kHz
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Figure 21. Source Voltage Scope in Simulink
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Figure 22. Ideal Voltage Controlled Source
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Figure 23. Load Voltage Scope in Simulink
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3.2 Phase-Locked Loop
In the D-Q reference frame of the system, the impedance is composed by Zdd, Zdq, Zqd, Zqq. If the
coordinate is not rotate steady, the system will produce different D-axis and Q-axis which will lead to
different impedance model. As a consequence, this paper align all D-axis with voltage vector, so Q-axis is
90 degree delay the D-axis close to zero. The principle of Phase-Locked Loop is showing as Fig 24.
Figure 24. Block Diagram of Phase-Locked Loop
3.2.1 Design Principle and Effects
The Phase-Locked Loop is designed as following steps. First, collect the data waveform from the source
Va, Vb and Vc and convert them into p.u. for accurate calculation. Then, transform them to D-Q reference
frame with park transformation and a reference angle θ. The Vq should close to zero as the report mentioned
in the beginning of this chapter, so the reference Vqr should give as zero to compare the real calculated Vq
to estimate the error to do the closed loop control. If the PLL frequency is close to the line frequency and
if Vq is positive, then the reference frame is behind the actual voltage vector. Then, Vq will reach to zero
by increasing the reference frame speed. On the contrary, if Vq is negative, then the reference is leading
the actual voltage vector. The reference speed can be decreased to adjust Vq to zero. To trace the system
frequency, phase-locked loop should be locked in the same frequency as the system without little error.
For instance, if the system is 60Hz and the PLL is locked in the 59Hz, Voltage in DQ domain will both
have 1Hz harmonic which makes the system in an unstable stage. To accomplished the tracing task. A
PI controller is necessary for PLL. A PI controller can reduce the noticeable effect on the PLL estimated
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frequency and actual frequency. The equation for PI control is showing as (3.1). The kp is parameter for
proportional gian and ki is parameter for integral gain
w = kpVq + ki
∫
Vqdt (3.1)
By observing the equation (3.1), it shows that the integral gain ki cannot be changed in a short period,
by moving the integral gain ki to the integral term, the Ki can be changed suddenly. The equation (3.2)
organizes the PI control equation (3.1) which moves the integral gain into integral term.
w = kpVq +
∫
kiVqdt (3.2)
By using (3.2), the Vq can be very small and the system speed w can be traced accurately without har-
monic. The following block diagram is the PLL design by MATLAB/Simulink as Fig 25.
Figure 25. Phase-Locked Loop Design in MATLAB/Simulink
3.2.2 PLL Designed by MATLAB/Simulink
An important consideration is that for the reference angle produced by PI controller is w. The speed
should be further convert to a variable change with time. Hence, after signal passing the PI controller,
integral the signal as wt and modulus by 2pi to produce ramp signal with angle range from 0 degree to 360
degree in radios. The ramp signal is shown as Fig 26.
The following figure shows the park transformation from ABC coordinate to D-Q reference frame as two
DC components with Q-axis as 0 and D-axis with the voltage vector as source voltage.
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Figure 26. Ramp Signal By MATLAB/Simulink
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Figure 27. Source Voltage Transformed in DQ Reference Frame
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3.3 DQ Transform With Voltage Perturbation
After Successfully implementing DQ transform with PLL and PI controller, another voltage source with
other frequency will be injected to produce perturbation. Since the perturbation added with different fre-
quency from the source. It can be seen as two different waveform combine with each other. By doing DQ
transform based on source frequency. The perturbation voltage will cause sinusoidal fluctuations.
The injected frequency is source frequency plus test frequency ws + we, after DQ transform locked with
source frequency, the perturbation frequency after DQ transformation will be ws + we − ws equal to we.
Take test frequency 160Hz and source frequency 60Hz as an example. Injected voltage source after DQ
transform will be 160Hz−60Hz is 100Hz. Fig 28 shows the sinusoidal fluctuation in DQ reference frame.
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Figure 28. Sinusoidal Fluctuation in D-Axis
In the diagrams showing from Fig 28 to Fig 31, the perturbation is clearly shown. Voltage with 160Hz
frequency and reasonable magnitude injected into a system to cause the perturbation. DQ transform algo-
rithm by doing signal processing. The DQ reference frame has both perturbations with 100Hz frequency.
Figures f show the disturbance in stable state after 0.5 seconds.
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Figure 29. Clear Sinusoidal Fluctuation in D-Axis
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Figure 30. Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Q-Axis
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Figure 31. Clear Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Q-Axis
3.4 Interpolated Fast Fourier Transformation
The Fast Fourier Transformation can be treated as a filter. In DQ coordinates, the signal is composed
by DC component and sinusoidal waveform. The sinusoidal waveform is the target waveform to do the
impedance extraction. Hence, FFT can be applied in order to extract target waveform to do the further
calculation. Since, the experiment is doing the frequency from 1Hz to 10kHz, the experiment time will
stay long and separated with many segments. Interpolated Fast Fourier Transform [14] is designed to deal
with several segments and also extract the magnitude and phase angle for assigned frequency. The IPFFT
will be introduced in this section.
3.4.1 Demand of Using IPFFT
Normal Fourier Transformation requires periodic and relatively steady data when moderate accuracy as
one percent. Then, Discrete-Fourier Transform and Fast-Fourier Transform were utilized to obtain higher
resolution and accuracy. However, these methods discussed above lead to a issue, which is called leakage
effect. Therefore, IPFFT is designed for higher accuracy or poor signal quality say as noise made from
hardware power source. [15]. [16]
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3.4.2 Algorithm of Interpolated FFT
The Interpolated FFT used in this experiment focus in getting Amplitude and phase angle of the system.
Table 2 defines the parameters for arithmetic.
Table 2 Parameter Definitions
f1 fundamental frequency
A1 amplitude of the fundamental frequency
φ1 phase angle of fundamental frequency
An, φn, n = 2, ... amplitude and phase angle other than fundamental frequency
Vrms root-mean-square value of the signal
Vm average of the signal
THD total harmonic distortion
After defining those parameters above, processes to develop the algorithm will introduce in detail later.
The equation of fundamental component define as (3.3). The DFT equation is defined as (3.4), the reverse
of (3.4) is this (3.5). The DFT of (3.3) is defined as (3.6).
x1(t) = A1 sin (2pif1t+ φ1) (3.3)
S(i) =
N−1∑
k=0
exp(−j 2pi
N
ik) (3.4)
x(k) =
1
N
N−1∑
i=0
exp(j
2pi
N
ik) (3.5)
S(i) = −0.5jA1{exp[j(a(λ−i)+φ1)]} sinpi(λ− i)
sinpi(λ− i)/N −{exp[−j(a(λ+i)+φ1)]}
sinpi(λ+ i)
sinpi(λ+ i)/N
(3.6)
By observing (3.6), a = pi(N − 1)/N . (3.6) is mainly composed by two major spectral components ,
which are (3.7) and (3.8)
S(l) = −j0.5A1exp[j(aδ + φ1)] sin(piδ)
sin(piδ)/N
(3.7)
S(l + 1) = −j0.5A1exp[j(a(δ − 1) + φ1)] sinpi(1− δ)
sinpi(1− δ)/N (3.8)
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From (3.4) through (3.8), once λ is not an integer, the results will not be single sinusoid results and
possess sin(v)/ sin(v/N), which is referred to leakage effect. To solve this issue, using the same way but
interpolate between S(l) and S(l + 1) of DFT components. Hence, the (3.7) and (3.8) will become (3.9)
and (3.10).
|S(l)| = 0.5A1 | sin(piδ)|
sin(piδ)/N
(3.9)
|S(l + 1)| = 0.5A1 | sinpiδ)|
sinpi(1− δ)/N (3.10)
Giving the ratio of (3.9) and (3.10) as α. Substituting (3.11) by (3.9) and (3.10) gives (3.12).
α =
|S(l + 1)|
|S(l)| (3.11)
δ =
α
1 + α
(3.12)
Thus the fundamental frequency is given as (3.13). After deducing the equation for fundamental fre-
quency, the next step is to find the amplitude for fundamental frequency. We can be organized (3.9). (3.10)
and it gives (3.14) and (3.15).
f1 = λf0 = (l +
α
1 + α
)
1
T
(3.13)
A1 =
2piδ
N
|S(l)|
| sin(piδ)| (3.14)
A1 =
2pi(1− δ)
N
|S(l + 1)|
| sin(pi(1− δ))| (3.15)
Both equation can find the amplitude for fundamental frequency, (3.15) is used when |S(l + 1)| is larger
than |S(l + 1)|.
The Interpolated FFT in this report is focus on finding the fundamental frequency, amplitude and phase
angle. The phase angle can be obtained from (3.8),
φ1 = Phase(S(l))− aδ + pi/2 (3.16)
φ1 = Phase(S(l + 1))− a(δ − 1) + pi/2 (3.17)
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Either of the equations can be used to find φ1, where a = pi(N − 1)/N The best way to choose the
equation to apply is to use the largest spectral line.
3.4.3 Example of Interpolated FFT
The following results is to show an example for finding the fundamental frequency, amplitude and phase
angle based on the data from RL circuit with testing 100Hz voltage injection.
In the experiment, the voltage injection is 160 Hz in the beginning and 40Hz at 2.5 second in reverse
phase sequence until 5 seconds. After finishing the simulation, the data measured from voltage on the load
and current in the system will be collected and be fed into Interpolated FFT algorithm. Setting fundamental
frequency as 100 Hz, analyze time window as 0.5s, total time as 5s, so the analyze repeated for 10 times
which take five times each for twice voltage injections. The step size is setting as 20000Hz. For the
first 0.5 second, the abc coordinates is converting to dq reference frame, the transform process contains
many waveforms combination. However, IPFFT can analyze the data and give an approximate fundamental
frequency, amplitude and phase angle.
Figure 32. IPFFT Analysis for First 0.5 Second
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After 0.5s the system is successfully transferred to D-Q coordinate, the waveform is made by DC com-
ponents and 100Hz sinusoidal waveform. Since IPFFT is setting the f0 as 100Hz, so the IPFFT can focus
on extracting 100Hz and filter unnecessary frequencies. Fig 33 is the diagram when system reach to steady
state.
Figure 33. IPFFT Analysis in DQ Reference Frame
The data analysis is separated into 10 segments, each segment includes 0.5 seconds, by observing the
data, the data reaches to steady and accurate after third analysis. One can take out the fourth time of analysis
and use those values to obtain impedance model.
Interpolated FFT is a powerful algorithm to do the signal processing, this method can get more accurate
results when the signal has other disturbance or shorter period. However, Interpolated FFT requires smaller
step size compare to the normal FFT. The Interpolated FFT is introduced by this section in detail, next
section will show the final experimental results.
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Figure 34. IPFFT Analysis in Vd1
Figure 35. IPFFT Analysis in Vd2
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Figure 36. IPFFT Analysis in Id1
Figure 37. IPFFT Analysis in Id2
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3.5 Simulation Results by MATLAB/Simulink/Simpower
This section will test the system stability in MATLAB by voltage disturbance and DQ transform. The test
circuit is a basic RL circuit system, which is shown in Fig 20. The parameters are also given in Table 1. The
following figures are showing impedance value in from 1Hz to 10kHz in d-q form and the real part and
imaginary part are separately given. First, the impedance model for load impedance and source impedance
are shown and split into two pars, real part and imaginary part as a benchmark as follows.
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Figure 38. Actual Impedance Model in Real Part
The following results show the comparison between measured impedance model and actual impedance
model. The red circles show the test points for RL circuit. In real part, results are pretty accurate in all
frequencies. In imaginary part, results are accurate most of the time except the results from 5000hz to
7000hz. It can be fixed if we decreased the step size or voltage injection magnitude.
In these figures. Since the resistance won’t be affected by frequency, Impedance in source and load show
steady value as 0.01Ω and 7Ω. On the contrary, the inductance will affect the reactance if the frequency
change. Hence, the imaginary value will keep increasing since this part shows the characteristics of inductor.
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Figure 39. Actual Impedance Model in Imaginary Part
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Figure 40. Impedance Results Zsdd
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Figure 41. Impedance Results Zsqq
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Figure 42. Impedance Results Zldd
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Figure 43. Impedance Results Zlqq
3.6 Case Study: AC/DC/AC Converter
Based on successfully measure the impedance through Impedance extraction method. Further application
will be tested, especially testing the system with power electronics which have negative impedance charac-
teristics. An AC/DC/AC converter is built by Simpower and the diagram and parameters is given as Fig 44
and Table 3.
Figure 44. AC to DC to AC Converter Circuit Diagram
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Table 3 Parameter for AC/DC/AC Converter
Three Phase Source 25kV, 60Hz, 10MVA
Three Phase Transformer 500V, 50kV A
Source resistor 13.15Ω
Source inductance 20mH
Source capacitance 200µF
Load resistor 13.15Ω
Load inductance 2mH
Load capacitance 20µH
Inductance in DC side 0.2mH
Capacitance in DC side 5000µF
Recfier modulation index 0.8
Inverter modulation index 1
Peack injected voltage 10V
Testing Frequency Range 1Hz − 10kHz
Testing frequency for 200hz as an example, disturbance voltage frequency for the first time is 260hz,
second time is 140hz. Voltage measured after injection in phase C is shown as Fig 46.
Since the rectifier modulate index is 0.8 so the voltage transfer to DC voltage in 400V . Fig 47 shows the
results of the operation of the converter and voltage waveform after filter.
Finally, the impedance model for AC/DC/AC converter are shown for the following diagram in source
side and load side separately. The real part and imaginary part are taken apart. For source impedance, the
result is similar to results as previous example RL circuit since the source impedance is RLC circuit. The
load side contains a rectifier and a converter so the impedance model has been extracted by the voltage
disturbance. Which are shown in following diagrams.
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Figure 45. Voltage Injection for AC/DC/AC Converter
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Figure 46. Voltage Measurement after Disturbance
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Figure 47. Output of AC/DC/AC Converter
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Figure 48. Zsdd for AC/DC/AC Converter
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Figure 49. Zsqq for AC/DC/AC Converter
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Figure 50. Zldd for AC/DC/AC Converter
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Figure 51. Zlqq for AC/DC/AC Converter
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Chapter 4
Impedance Extraction Algorithm Architect by LabView and Multisim
This chapter will introduce the algorithm programming on LabView and used Multisim to build a cir-
cuit model. The purpose to use LabView is testing the hardware system AC/DC/AC converter for single
board made by National Instrument. The purpose to use Multisim is drawing the circuit model to run the
simulation before testing on the hardware.The first section will introduce Multisim model design and con-
figuration. Second section will introduce LabView D-Q transform algorithm design, and last section will
show experiment results to verify previous result by MATLAB/Simulink.
4.1 Multisim Circuit Model and Configuration
Multisim is a computer aided design software. The software has the same properties as Simpower, but it is
closer to real life components since it can choose the real world model type and brand for power electronics,
impedance models and power supplies. Take simple RL circuit as an example to start. The RL circuit is
shown as Fig 51 and the parameters are shown as Table 4.
Figure 52. RL Circuit Built by Multisim
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Table 4 RL Circuit Parameters
RMS source voltages 265.8V
RMS injection voltages(per phase) 20 V
Source resistance 0.01Ω
Source inductance 10µH
Load resistance 7Ω
Load inductance 460µH
Testing Frequency Range 1Hz − 10kHz
The circuit model is composed by a three-phase balanced source connected to a three phase source
impedance and load impedance. The disturbance is injected between the source impedance and the load
impedance and voltage measurements is installed before and after the disturbance. Current measurements
can be put in either way of the circuit since the current on each side will obtain the same results. Af-
ter constructing a RL circuit model in Multisim, the algorithm architect can build in LabView to do the
co-simulation.
4.2 LabVIEW Algorithm Architect
LabVIEW is a powerful system-design platform and development environment for a block diagram pro-
gramming language. By using dataflow programming and graphical programming, LabVIEW can be used
for automation control, data acquisition, and industrial automation. LabVIEW is also a very flexible soft-
ware which can parallel program with other computer language software like MATLAB and Multisim. In
this chapter, all of software mentioned before will be used and collaborated with each other. First, circuit
model will be built by Multisim as test beds.Then, power electronics control, phase-locked loop, Park trans-
form, and data collection are designed by LabVIEW. Finally, the data are analyzed by using Interpolated
Fast Fourier Transform on MATLAB platform.
4.2.1 Parallel Programming Output
The circuit model has been built by Multisim, one significant feature of Multisim and LabVIEW is co-
simulation. The LabVIEW can read the Multisim file to run the circuit model and connect inputs and outputs
in LabVIEW’s vi.
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Figure 53. LabVIEW I/O Interface with Multisim
4.2.2 Phase-Locked Loop and Ramp Signal
LabVIEW vi has build-in PLL algorithm, by giving each source phase signal, step size and, PI gain
parameters, PLL can lock the source frequency.
Figure 54. Phase-Locked Loop in LabVIEW
The frequency from PLL can be used to create a ramp signal by simulate sin-waveform and cosine-
waveform and divide first one from second one. With time various, the results will be a rotating cycle from
−180 degree to 180 degree.
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Figure 55. Ramp Signal Created by LabVIEW
Ramp signal is obtained from sinusoidal waveform, the values are represented by degree. Then, change
the unit from degrees to numbers, −180 degree can be rewritten as −pi and 180 degree can be rewritten as
pi.
Figure 56. Ramp Signal Result in LabVIEW
4.2.3 Park Transform
LabVIEW can use MATLAB code, which is called MathScript vi, using Park transform equation in (2.22)
and the algorithm is showed Fig 57.
Figure 57. Park Transformation in MathScript
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Figure 58. Ramp Signal Algorithm in LabVIEW
Figure 59. Vd and Vq After Park Transform
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4.3 Results and Analysis
Fig 60 shows the three-phase balanced system without any disturbance. The circuit test bed was built
by Multisim and controlled by LabVIEW, the figure only shows three phases of voltages in order to clearly
define the situation. The three-phase balanced voltage source are 376 in magnitude and each phase delays
with 120 degree.
Figure 60. Three-Phase Balanced Voltage Source
Injected Voltage to make a disturbance, and chose peak voltage as 4 in order not to make system unstable,
the test frequency is from 10hz to 7khz. After signal processing by Park transform. The results are shown as
Fig 62 to Fig 65. The artificial reference frame has been created in D-axis and Q-axis, voltages and currents
represent as Vd, Vq Id, and Iq.
Collecting data from LabVIEW and do the IPFFT and solve matrices to obtain impedance model. In these
figures, since the resistance won’t be affected by frequency, Impedance in source and load show steady value
as 0.01Ω and 7Ω. On the contrary, the inductance will affect the reactance if the frequency change. Hence,
the imaginary value will keep increasing since this part shows the characteristics of inductor.
Fig 66 to Fig 71 shows a series of simulation results operating by LabView and Multisim. First two
figures show the actual impedance model by computer calculation given parameters. Last four figures are
comparison between actual results and simulated results where solid blue lines represent actual result and
red dots represent tested results
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Figure 61. Load Voltages with Disturbance
Figure 62. Vd and Vq
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Figure 63. Vd and Vq in Detail
Figure 64. Id and Iq
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Figure 65. Id and Iq in Detail
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Figure 66. Actual Impedance Model in Real Part
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Figure 67. Actual Impedance Model in Imaginary Part
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Figure 68. Vsdd Impedance Model
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Figure 69. Vsqq Impedance Model
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Figure 70. Vldd Impedance Model
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Figure 71. Vlqq Impedance Model
4.4 Case Study
After successfully building the algorithm to test the impedance model on LabVIEW, the DC/AC inverter
and AC/DC rectifier are case studies for further application. The algorithm can be summarized by the
following diagram as fig 72. The first case study is AC/DC rectifier, circuit diagram and configure parameters
Figure 72. Impedance Extraction Algorithm
are given in Table 5.
Impedance on load side represents the synchronous generator, impedance before rectifier is a filter. Since
the source frequency is 60Hz, the current measurement composed by harmonics based on 60 Hz. Impedance
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Figure 73. AC to DC Rectifier Circuit Diagram
Table 5 AC to DC Rectifier Parameters
Peak source voltages(per phase) 100V
Peak injection voltages(per phase) 2V
AC source frequency 60Hz
Source resistance 0.01Ω
Source inductance 0.4mH
Load resistance 1Ω
Load inductance 20mH
Load resistance in DC 67.6Ω
Load inductance in DC 330µF
Testing Frequency Range 10Hz − 7kHz
extractions in frequencies close to multiples of 60Hz will be affected and will cause accuracy issue, which
has the results similar to DC component. The impedance model results are shown from Fig 74 through Fig
77.
The second case is DC/AC inverter, which is transform DC power into AC power. The circuit topol-
ogy describes as follows, DC voltage power sources connected to three-phase full bridge DC/AC inverter,
RLC filter was connected to the system in order to get better waveform. Load, represents the synchronous
generator, was connected after the filter, injected voltages installed between load and filter. Last, current
measurements installed on both sides of injection. To fulfill this experiment, the circuit test bed was buit
by Multisim and co-simulation with LabView. The LabView focus on control signal and data extraction.
Results were taken out and analyzed by matlab using Interpolated FFT. Circuit diagram and configure pa-
rameters are given as Table 6 and Fig 78. The impedance model in D-Q reference frame results are shown
from Fig 79 to Fig 82.
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Figure 74. Vsdd Impedance Model for AC/DC Rectifier
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Figure 75. Vsdq Impedance Model for AC/DC Rectifier
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Figure 76. Vsqd Impedance Model for AC/DC Rectifier
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Figure 77. Vsqq Impedance Model for AC/DC Rectifier
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Figure 78. DC to AC Inverter Circuit Diagram
Table 6 DC to AC Inverter Parameters
Source DC voltages 600V
Peak injection voltages(per phase) 4V
Source resistance 1.682Ω
Source inductance 3.348mH
Source capacitance 5µF
Load resistance 1.682Ω
Load inductance 3.348mH
Modulation frequency 60Hz
Testing Frequency Range 10Hz − 7kHz
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Figure 79. Vsdd Impedance Model for DC/AC Inverter
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Figure 80. Vsdq Impedance Model for DC/AC Inverter
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Figure 81. Vsqd Impedance Model for DC/AC Inverter
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Figure 82. Vsqq Impedance Model for DC/AC Inverter
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4.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, algorithm has been built in both MATLAB and LabVIEW, Multisim plays a important role
as a test bed and cooperates with LabVIEW. In LabVIEW, PLL is designed to lock source frequency and
produce ramp signal. Impedance has been changed based on PLL alignment. The Park Transform coded
by MATLAB code created an imaginary reference frame to D- axis and Q- axis and impedance model is
aligned on D-Q frame.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
This report has reviewed a basic three-phase balanced system and dynamics of active loads. A DQ
reference frame has been briefly addressed in this chapter as well. The objective to do impedance extraction
has been given in detail in Chapter 1.
The injection method and principle has clearly explained in Chapter 2, including both the voltage model
and the current injection model. Injecting selection has been explained by equation and vector diagram,
algorithm step and impedance matrix calculation are also written down in detail.
The algorithm architect has been built by MATLAB in Chapter 3. The algorithm includes Phase-Locked
Loop, Park Transform, and Interpolated Fast Fourier Transformation. Fast Fourier Transformation applied
in the report is to pursue even more accurate analysis. Finally, a simple RL circuit model is under the
test to verify the experimental approaches. An AC/DC/AC converter model has been tested as a real-life
application.
Chapter 4 demonstrated the way to implement impedance extraction in the LabVIEW platform. Multisim,
cooperating with MATLAB, has drawn the circuit model and controlled by LabVIEW, using FPGA design to
control the circuit in Multisim and collect data to do IPFFT on MATLAB and further impedance calculation.
The algorithm with PLL, Ramp Signal, Park Transform, also designed in LabVIEW platform. A RL circuit
the same as MATLAB has been tested and results are verified by the circuit parameters. Further case study
as AC/DC rectifier and DC/AC inverter has been tested in this chapter.
5.2 Conclusions
The impedance in D-Q reference frame can be obtained by injecting different frequency of voltage to
make a perturbation. Measuring voltages and currents on load or source interface through system’s response
to the particular perturbation injected and transferring voltages and currents from ABC to D-Q reference
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frame. Acquiring all data and store data to do post-processing. After collecting all necessary data. The
impedance calculation and bode plot can be made via data storage and obtain the impedance model in D-Q
reference frame.
When acquiring these measurements, the frequency of injection can cause voltages and currents difference
in the D-Q reference frame. The frequency difference is the difference between the injected frequency and
line frequency. As a consequence, the system will be unstable if the injected frequency is close to the line
frequency or multiple of line frequency. The transform will become to saturate and cause error.
During the process of measurement, D-Q reference frame must be aligned at a fixed position. The Phase-
Locked Loop is to solved the situation. If the D-Q reference frame is not fix on a particular frequency,
voltages and currents can be variable and composed by several of the frequency. PLL Misalignment can
cause the impedance results to be useless. IPFFT improved the accuracy of the impedance model. The data
collected from MATLAB and LabVIEW can be read or stored to do post signal processing. The data can be
analyzed repeatedly if better algorithm is released later.
Several cases have been tested by MATLAB/Simulink, LabVIEW, and Multisim including passive loads,
AC/DC rectifier, AC/DC inverter and AC/DC/AC converter. The results are all posted in chapter 3 and
chapter 4.
5.3 Future Work and Improvements
Testing in hardware is still pending. The SPSS lab already has a back to back 3-phase inverter research
board made by National Instrument. The voltage and current measurements have built in load and source
interface in the research board. The research board picture is shown as Fig 84, and future work and improve-
ments can be done as Fig 84.
5.3.1 Controllable Voltage or Current Source
In order to do a hardware validation, a controllable voltage or current source which can change frequency
from 10Hz to 10kHz is necessary. The magnitude of the injection source should also be changed in order
to make appropriate perturbation for different system. Further more, to test an impedance in one particular
frequency, each one is injected in two times, each time with different frequency and reverse sequence. As a
result, this source should be controlled by MATLAB or LabVIEW in order to automatically inject desired
voltages or currents and positive or negative sequence can be controlled as well.
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Figure 83. Back-to-Back Inverter Research Board with Load
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5.3.2 Algorithm Implementation
Implement impedance extraction on LabVIEW is not fully completed. FPGA has a huge advantage is
that it is useful by its real-time data flow. In LabVIEW algorithm architect, FPGA algorithm is separated
in several steps to process the signal. If the FPGA could do the real-time processing, the FPGA algorithm
can be as fast as the time to execute in one step. Yet, the main concern of this implementation is given.
To collect data as fast as possible, FPGA typically uses fixed-point computation, this method would bring
noise into the calculation. Another improvement is, the algorithm of IPFFT should implement in LabVIEW.
Since the impedance model cannot be obtained directly form LabVIEW. So far, LabVIEW can only store
D-Q voltages and currents data and export to MATLAB to do IPFFT and further analysis. In order to
finish impedance extraction automation. IPFFT should transfer to LabVIEW and write into FPGA to do
signal process. However, it is not sure if the processor can handle such amount of data acquisition and the
effectiveness is another concern.
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